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We review some recently developed fast simulation concepts and techniques used for estimating the probability of rare buffer overflows in a class of queueing models that arise in the analysis of ATM (asynchronous transfer mode) communication networks. We then discuss some new applications of these concepts to estimate buffer loss probabilities in ATM networks where packets have different types of priorities. This paper deals with the estimation of buffer overflow probabilities in a class of queueing models that arise in the context of ATM (asynchronous transfer mode) communication networks. Broadly speaking, an ATM network consists of several nodes connected to each other through a network of switches. Packets of information are sent from one node to another via a sequence of switches called its route. Each packet contains information in its header, about its final destination and/or the route to be used to get to that destination. The function of a switch is to read the header information on each packet and direct it to the next switch on its route. Hence, the rate at which packets depart from a switch is governed by the time it takes for the switch to do this. All switches have finite buffers and packets which arrive at a switch when its buffer is full, are lost. These communication networks are also characterized by the fact that the packet arrival stream from each node may be significantly autocorrelated.
It is customary to model an ATM network as a queueing network in discrete time, i.e., the time axis is discretized. We will assume that each queue in the network has the capacity to serve a fixed number of packets in each discrete time unit. Several external sources feed packets into different switches in the network. To model the autocorrelation in the packet arrival streams from external sources, different models are used. The most commonly used seems to be the Markov Modulated Arrival Process (MMAP), in which each source can be in one of several states. The source may change states after each discrete time unit with transitions being governed by a discrete time Markov chain. The distribution of the number of arrivals from a source in each discrete time unit depends on the state of the source over that time unit. Other autocorrelated arrival stream models, like autoregressive arrival processes are also used to model the arrival streams in such networks.
The queueing network model with the MMAPs described above, may be solved for the buffer overflow probabilities, using Markov chain methods. However, for networks with many switches and external arrival sources, the state space of the Markov chain may be prohibitively large. The problem gets worse in networks with multiple packet classes and priorities. One alternative may be to use simulation.
The main problem with simulation is the rarity of the buffer overflow event. A large number of events have to be simulated in the model before any samples of buffer overflow may be obtained. Thus we have what is termed in the literature as a rare event simulation problem. An approach that is used for such problems is called importance sampling (see, e.g., Hammersley and Handscomb 1964, Glynn and Iglehart 1989 ). In importance sampling, the stochastic model is simulated with a new probability dynamics, that makes the events of interest occur more frequently. The sample value is then adjusted to make the final estimate unbiased. However, choosing any change of measure that makes the event of interest occur frequently is not enough; Row it is made to happen more frequently is also very important. For example, an arbitrary change of measure that makes the rare event happen more frequently may give an estimator with an infinite variance. Hence the main problem in importance sampling is to come up with an appropriate change of measure for the rare event simulation problem in hand.
Provably efficient changes of measures for queueing models have been proposed and studied in the past (e.g., Siegmund 1976 , Cottrell et. al. 1983 , Parekh and Walrand 1939 , Sadowsky 1991 . Until recently, most of the study dealt with one queue systems where the arrival stream constitutes an i.i.d. renewal process. Extension of these provably efficient changes of measures to networks have been few and apply mainly to Markovian tandem networks (e.g., Tsoucas 1992, Glasserman and Kou 1993) . Hemistical approaches for fast simulation of more general networks may be found in Parekh and Walrand (1989), Frater et. al. (1991) and Devetsikiotis and Townsend (1993) . Provably efficient changes of measures for queues with autocorrelated arrival processes were studied in Chang et. al. (1993a) and Juneja (1993) (see, e.g., Asmussen 1985, Lehtonen and Nehriyen 1992 for analogous concepts in the context of risk analysis), fast simulation of Markov fluid models of such queues have been studied in Kesidis and Walrand (1993) and Ridder (1994) . Chang et. al. (1993a) also linked fast simulation techniques for ATM switches to the concept of effective bandwidth (see, e.g., Guerin et. al. 1981 ) of the arrival sources, thus generalizing the class of source models that can be handled and allowing the study to be extended to the class of intree networks. Some critical concepts in Chang et. al. (1993a) , dealing with effective bandwidths in intree networks, were also developed independently in de Veciana et. al. (1993) . The reader is referred to Heidelberger (1993) for a comprehensive survey covering most of the above results, as well as a detailed list of references.
In this paper we review some of the basic concepts and fast simulation techniques developed for ATM networks in Chang et. al. (1993a) . We then discuss some new applications of this theory to ATM networks with multiple classes of packets and different priority rules. In particular, we consider networks with two classes of packets (high priority and low priority) under two different priority rules. In the first priority rule, the higher priority packet gets what we call service priority. This means that in any discrete time instance first all the high priority packets are transmitted. Then if there is any remaining capacity, the lower priority packets get transmitted. In the second priority rule, the higher priority packet gets service priority as well as what we call buffer priority. In buffer priority, as long as the buffer is not full, both high and low priority packets are admitted. When the bufler is full and a high priority packet arrives, then a low priority packet is displaced if it is present in the system. Otherwise the high priority packet is lost. If a low priority packet arrives and the buffer is full, then the low priority packet is always lost.
Another type of priority rule has been considered in Chang et. al. (1993b) . Whenever the queue length (buffer contents) is less than a fixed B, < B , then both high and low priority traffic streams are accepted by the switch. However, when the queue length crosses B,, then low priority arrivals are rejected and only high priority arrivals are admitted to the buffer. When the buffer gets full, both low and high priority packets are rejected. For details of the fast simulation technique, the reader is referred to Chang et. al. (1993b) .
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the general technique of importance sampling for rare event simulation is described. Some of the basic importance sampling concepts and techniques for single queues and intree networks are discussed in Section 3. In Section 4, we study the two different priority rules applied to intree networks with multiple packet classes. Experimental results are given in Section 5 and the conclusion is presented in Section 6.
IMPORTANCE SAMPLING
First we illustrate the basic problem of rare event simulation. Let X be a random variable with density p(.) and let dg be a rare set in which X can take values. The rare set dg is parameterised by B, so that as B --t CO, the set becomes rarer, i.e., P(&) -+ 0. The problem is to estimate TB = P(ds) = Ep(l{xEAB)) where the subscript in the expectation denotes the density of the random variable x. In standard simulation, we generate n samples of the random variable X , say XI, X2,. . . X , Let P I ( . ) be another density so that p'(iz:) > 0 whenever p ( z ) > 0 for all iz: in AB. Then
where the subscript in the expectation denotes the new density with respect to which the expectation is taken and L p t ( -) is the likelihood ratio, i.e., Lpt(iz:) E: p ( z ) / p ' ( z ) whenever p'(z) > 0 and 0 otherwise. 
Suppose the P I ( . ) is such that for all X E AB, 4 we can show that the relative error of the importance sampling estimate remains bounded as E --+ 0. This is referred to as the bounded relative e r p o p property.
IMPORTANCE SAMPLING FOR SIN-GLE QUEUE AND INTREE NET-WORKS
First consider the problem of estimating the steady state loss probability in a single queue system. Assume that the queue is fed by K external sources, each of which is a MMAP. 
& ( t )
. w e assume that the switch has the capacity to dispatch c packets every unit of discrete time. Let B now denote the size of the buffer. Then the number of people in the system at time t is governed by the following Lindley type
Note that the recursion assumes that, all packets arriving when the buffer is full, are lost. The problem is to estimate the steady state probability of packet loss when B is large, Consider the Markov chain that has the Y k ( t ) ' S and the Q ( t ) as its state at time t . We will call this the process Markov chain. Let A be the set of states of this Markov chain with Q ( t ) = 0. Define an Acycle to be the process between any two consecutive times when the Markov chain enters a state in A. Let X now denote a random sample path of the process Markov chain over an A-cycle. Then the steady state loss probability may be expressed as (see, e.g., Cogburn 1975) buffer overflow in an A-cycle. Then for all X E AB, the likelihood ratio L e ( X ) E Lps (X) accumulated over a cycle is given by Let K(8) (resp. g ( 0 ) ) be the minimum (resp. maximum) of n t =~( h k , e ( i k ) / h k , e ( i~) over all possible Changes of measure with the bounded relative error property may also be found for arrival processes other than MMAP's. The key is the connection between effective bandwidth and fast simulation (Chang et. al. 1993a ). For any general arrival process, let A(t) be the number of arrivals in time ( O , t ] . Then the effective bandwidth is defined to be (if the limit exists). For example, consider the MMAP described above. Let le (t) denote the likelihood ratio . This will guarantee a large variance reduction in the estimation of P(dB). However, because we do not have a lower bound, it is difficult to prove the bounded relative error property.
The exact simulation procedure uses a splitting technique combined with batch means (Nicola et. al. 1993) . We first run a few A-cycles so that the system (approximately) reaches steady state. After that, each time the queue empties (i.e., an A-cycle starts), we split a process from the original process. The split process uses the importance Bampling change of measure as described in this section. We use this split suggests that a may be estimated by Note that if the A-cycles were mutually independent we could have used the regenerative simulation method (Crane and Iglehart 1975) to construct confidence intervals on this estimate. However, since this is not the case here, we have to use a batch means type of procedure where we combine consecutive Acycle pairs into fixed size batches. Then as is usual, we assume that if the batch size is sufficiently large, then the batches may be treated as being (approximately) independent. For details of this procedure, the reader is referred to Chang et. al. (1993) or Nicola et. al. (1993) .
In this section we will show how the theory described in Section 3 can be used to simulate for the loss probabilities in networks with priorities. We consider the different priority schemes described in Section 1. First we introduce some notation. We label the high priority packets to be of Class 1 and the low priority packets to be of Class 2. Let W(l) (resp. be the number of Class 1 (resp. Class 2) packets lost in an A-cycle and (resp. d2)) be the total number of Class 1 (resp. Class 2) packets that arrive in an Acycle. Let a1 and a2 be the loss probabilities of Class 1 and Class 2 packets respectively. We assume that out of the K sources, the first K1 sources produce Class 4. packets and the next K2 = K -K1 sources produce Class 2 packets.
Priority Rule 1 -Service Priority: We can again express di), i = 1,2, as (9)
As for the single packet class case, E ( D ( $ ) )
's are easy to estimate using standard simulation, but estimating the E(W('))'s are difficult because of the rareness of the buffer overflow event. Again define d g to be the buffer overflow event (i.e., when the totall population in the system exceeds B). Then we can express
E ( W ( i ) ) = E ( W ( i ) [ d B ) P ( d B ) .
The probability of a Type i packet being lost, given that AB has ocurred is not rare. Hence techniques used for the efficient estimation of P ( d B ) will also work for the E(W(i))'s.
Priority Rule 2 -Service and Buffer Priority:
For estimating the loss probability of Class 2 packets, we use the same change of measure as described in Section 3. This works for estimating E ( W ( 2 ) ) as the probability of a Class 2 packet being lost given that AB has occurred, is very high. In fact, the probability of a Class 2 packet being lost, at the instant the buffer is crossed, is very close to 1. This is because, given that the buffer is crossed at time t , the only scenario where a Class 2 packet is not lost at time t , is when at time t -1 the buffer only had Class 1 packets (which itself has a very small probability of occurring because Class 1 packets get service priority) and all the arriving packets at time t are of Class 1. Consequently E( w (') I d B ) is very small and hence techniques that work for estimating P(&) are not likely to be efficient here.
However, note that because Class 1 packets gets both service and buffer priority, they are totally unaffected by the arrival pattern of the Class 2 packets. Hence from their point of view, they are the only packets in the system and the same change of measure as described in the last section can be used here (where now we assume that the system only has the sources that transmit Class 1 packets).
Priority Rule 1 and Rule 2 applied to intree networks: Now consider the case of a two queue intree network as described in the Section 3. Consider estimating the loss probabilities in second queue for the two priority rules. As before we now define an A-cycle to start at the points when the second queue becomes empty. Consider the case of Priority Rule 1. As for the single queue case, we want to make the total number of packets in the second queue reach its buffer level within the A-cycle. Once this happens, then we are assured of a significant probability of packet loss within the A-cycle, for each of the packet types. Hence we need to do the change of measure described in the intree section of Section 3.
For the case of Priority Rule 2, the Class 1 packets are again not affected by the arrival stream of Class 2 packets. Hence to estimate the Class 1 packet loss at the second queue, we simulate the network with only Class 1 arrival sources, using the change of measure described in Section 3. For Class 2 packets, we again have to make the event AB happen more frequently.
Conditional on d B , the probability of Class 2 packet loss at station 2 is significant. Hence we again need to do the change of measure that was suggested in Section 3.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Priority Rule 1 -Service Priority: We consider an example from Chang et. al. (1993a) . There is a single switch with 16 MMAP sources of the type described in Section 3. Each source may be in either of two states: 0 or 1. The pk(0,O)'s and pk(1,l)'s of the two sources are given by [0.9, 0.9, 0.9, 0.9, 0.8, 0.8, 0.8, 0.8 0.8, 0.7, 0.7, 0.7, 0.7 7,0.8,0.6,0.5,0.3,0.6,0.6,0.4  0.8,0.5,0.9,0.6,0.5,0.8,0.6,0.9] respectively. Note that p k ( 0 , o ) + pk(1,l) -1 > 0 so that all the generated streams are positively correlated as one would expect in practice. The example in Chang et. al. (1993a) assumed that all packets have the same priority. However, we assume that the first 15 sources generate Class 1 packets and the last source generates Class 2 packets. The total arrival rate from the sources, r , is computed to be 6.517.
The rates for each class are 71 = 4.14 and ~2 = 2.37, respectively. The capacity c is taken to be 8. We estimate the steady state loss probabilities for different values of the buffer size.
Solving 7 we get 8' = 0.34375. In the actual simulation, for each value of the buffer size, we first run 300 A-cycles without importance sampling so that the simulation reaches steady state. Then we simulate for 60000 A-cycle pairs. The 60000 A-cycle pairs are divided into 2000 batches, with 30 A-cycle pairs in each batch. For each 'value of the buffer size, we also ran standard simulations for the same CPU time as the one with importance sampling. In the standard simulation, we again run 300 A-cycles so that the system approximately reaches steady state. The instead of simulating A-cycle pairs, we just simulate single A-cycles, without importance sampling, until the CPU time expires. We get a sample of W and L ( X ) from each A-cycle. Then we form batches of 30 A-cycles each, and use the batch means type of procedure mentioned before to estimate confidence intervals on the estimate.
Results of the experiments are given in Table 1 . The third column gives the estimate and the relative error (RE) using importance sampling and the fourth column gives the same using standard simula, tion. Note how the RE in the importance sampling estimate remains bounded as B increases, whereas in standard simulation the RE seems to increase without bound, In cases indicated by '?', the variance had not stabilized in the standard simulation. Note that in some of the standard simulation cases, there was no buffer loss in any of the simulated A-cycles.
Priority Rule 2 -Service and Buffer Priority:
We use the same example as in the case of Priority Rule 1. As mentioned in the previous section, for each buffer size, we have to run two different simulations. The first simulation is with only Class 1 packets (the first 15 sources) and it is used to estimate al. The 8* for this simulation came out to be 1.25. After the initial transient deletion, we again ran for 60000 Acycle pairs (2000 batches of 30 A-cycle pairs each.
The second simulation is with both classes of packets and is used to estimate a2. The 6* here is the same as the Priority Rule 1 case. The number of A-cycle pairs simulated was the same as for estimating al. Finally we rail standard simulations for the sum of CPU times that was utilized in estimating cy1 and a2. Results are presented in Table 2 . Again note that the RE using importance sampling remains bounded, whereas the RE using standard simulation tends to grow without bounds.
Let r1 and 7-2 be the total arrival rates of of Class 1 andl Class 2 packets, respectively. Then, the total rate of packet loss, a l r l + (~2~2 , should be the same for both Priority Rule 1 and Priority Rule 2. This is because, in the original system, the arrival processes and t,he buffer sizes in the two cases are the same. Only how one labels the packets that are lost, is different. Let us estimate a l r l + (~2 7 -2 by 61rl + 6272.
The value of this estimator for B = 10 is 7.58 x and '7.70 x in the two cases, respectively. As expected, these two estimators are very close.
Priority Rule 1 and Rule 2 for Intree Networks: As mentioned in the previous section, both Priority Rule 1 and Priority Rule 2 can easily be extended to intree networks. For brevity, we will only consider the case of Priority Rule 2. We modify an example of an intree network from Chang et. al. (1993a) by attaching priorities to the external arrival streams. The network is composed of two queues. Departures from the first queue feed into the second queue. There are eight MMAP sources feeding into the first queue, each with two states 0 and 1. For all these sources pk(0,O) = 0.8 and p k ( 1 , l ) = 0.5. The: first seven of these sources generate Class 1 packeta and the last one generates Class 2 packets. In addition to the departures from the first queue that feed into the second queue, there are also two ex.. ternd sources feeding into the second queue. Thest: are also two state MMAP's with pk(0,O) = 0.6 and pk(1,l) = 0.7. The c for each of the two queues is taken to be 4.
We will only estimate the loss probabilities in the second queue. We fix the butier size in the first queue at 25 and estimate the loss probabilities for various values of the buffer of the second queue. As in the single queue case, we have to run two different simulabions. The first simulation is with only Class 1 paclkets in the system, and is used for estimating a].. For this simulation, 8 and 8' for the importance samp1in.g came out to be 0.4688 and 0.2734, respectively. The second simulation is with both types of packets ip the system, and is used for estimating (~2 . Here the 8 and 8' came out to be 0.613 and 0.875, respectively. As mentioned before, for both these simulations, an A-cycle is defined to start whenever the second queue is empty. The run lengths used for the importance sampling estimates were again 60000 A-cycles divided into 2000 batches. Results for experiments are presented in Table 3 . Again note the order of magnitude increase in simulation efficiency by using importance sampling. Also note that in the importance sampling cases, the RE remains almost constant for a wide range of values of the loss probabilities ranging from lo-' to (though no theoretical bounded relative error proof is available yet).
CONCLUSION
We reviewed some basic concepts and techniques used in the fast simulation of ATM networks with a single class of packets. We then described some new applications of these concepts to estimating the packet loss rate in an ATM networks with two priority classes. Investigations were carried out for two different priority rules, but the same importance sampling method applies to some more general priority rules. For example, instead of first serving only high priority packets and then using the remaining capacity on the low priority ones, we can allot capacities c1 and ca (with c1 +-c2 = c) to the higher and lower priority packets, respectively. This is called generalized processor sharing (see, e.g., De Veciana and Kesidis 1994). Each priority class definitely gets the capacity allotted to it. It may also consume any capacity that is remaining from the other class. The Priority Rule 1 described in this paper was a special case of this priority rule with c1 = c and c2 = 0. Using similar arguments as in Section 4, one can see that the importance sampling method for Priority Rule 1 will remain unchanged if we use this more general type of service priority. However some complications arise in the case of Priority Rule 2 with c2 > 0, as now Class 1 packets, can no longer be treated independently of the Class 2's.
Similar to partitioning the service capacity, we can also partition the buffer. We can allot buffers B1 and B2 to the high and low priority packets respectively. Each priority first fills its own buffer space. If they find their buffer space full, then they can encroach on the buffer space of the other priority, provided they find some space (they migrate to their own buffer once there is some space there), But then they have to leave the system when a packet of the other priority arrives and finds its allocated buffer full. The second case we studied was a special case of this one with BI = B and B2 = 0. For B1 > 0 and B2 > 0, the simulation is no longer straightforward and more research is needed. 
